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About This Game

Highway Junkie is a racing game about crazy driving on open highway.

Rules:
For 5 minutes drive as far as you can. Every meter gives you +1 point. End 5d3b920ae0

Title: Highway Junkie
Genre: Racing, Early Access
Developer:
DEtH_MoroZ
Publisher:
DEtH_MoroZ
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 core cpu

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 
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I really like this budget racer, and it is a great first title for the developer! Well worth the $1.99 price tag. I have some
suggestions to the developer that I believe will take this game from good to great and they are really pretty simple changes. I
discuss them and show the gameplay on launch day in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRJIDIHYICk&feature=youtu.be The game is "FUN" which is the most important aspect
especially on this little budget games. The four different modes are your difficulty of keeping control of your car, arcade is
easiest, and realistic is hard but so much fun! Controls are pretty easy, WASD to move and steer, you can shift up and down if
you like with Q for clutch, and CTRL and SHIFT for shifting up and down respectively. However shifting is NOT required as it
will shift automatically for you, which is nice.. PROS: - The car customization - nice but weird - 3 car models - 4 different
driving modes from arcade to realistic - Price is fitting - Alt+F4 works! CONS: - Graphics are below mediocre - Sound is bad -
Only one race track - No pause button - Escape key is not working - Leaderboards don't work either! In conclusion, yeah, the
game is kinda fun for 20 minutes, but it also forces you every time to play until time runs out, given the fact you can't pause. So
not really recommended from me, sorry guys.. PROS: - The car customization - nice but weird - 3 car models - 4 different
driving modes from arcade to realistic - Price is fitting - Alt+F4 works! CONS: - Graphics are below mediocre - Sound is bad -
Only one race track - No pause button - Escape key is not working - Leaderboards don't work either! In conclusion, yeah, the
game is kinda fun for 20 minutes, but it also forces you every time to play until time runs out, given the fact you can't pause. So
not really recommended from me, sorry guys.. I really like this budget racer, and it is a great first title for the developer! Well
worth the $1.99 price tag. I have some suggestions to the developer that I believe will take this game from good to great and
they are really pretty simple changes. I discuss them and show the gameplay on launch day in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRJIDIHYICk&feature=youtu.be The game is "FUN" which is the most important aspect
especially on this little budget games. The four different modes are your difficulty of keeping control of your car, arcade is
easiest, and realistic is hard but so much fun! Controls are pretty easy, WASD to move and steer, you can shift up and down if
you like with Q for clutch, and CTRL and SHIFT for shifting up and down respectively. However shifting is NOT required as it
will shift automatically for you, which is nice.. Really really like this game! Very fun to play and enjoy the different modes.
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